
UNIT 6 EXPERIMENTS AND THE LOGIC OF COMPARISON 

respect, leaving you asking why a particular form of control was not attempted. 

The limitations that we noted for standardization to control for inequalities on 
extraneous variables hold also for statistical control. we can only control for vari- 
ables which we collect and which are believed to be important. Some group com- 
parisons suffer from the same limitation: if the groups are explicitly matched on 
'important variables', we cannot tell what other variables might have been import- 
ant (except to the extent that we can anticipate them, collect them, and control for 
them statistically). 

U ACTIVITY 3 
You should now refresh your memory by lookmg agaln at 'Health vistors' and social 
workers' pe~ept~ons of chdd care', by Robert Dlngwall and Susan Fox, reproduced in 
Offpnnts Booklet 2 Look at the way that naturally occumng groups are compared, and at 
the appl~cat~on In the study of the pnnc~ples outlined above. Note also what has been 
done In the way of stat~stical control. 

The paper makes a straightforward 'between groups' comparison of health visitors 
and social workers. These two groups differ in a range of ways, of course, not just 
in the profession to which they belong, and not much is said about statistical 
control in the paper. Control analyses were carried out. The report of them is 
hidden at the end of the 'Respondents' section. 

Details about age, sex, child-rearing experience, and data of pro- 
fessional qualification were collected. The social workers were younger 
..., more likely to be male ... and to have child-rearing experience. ... 
None of these showed any significant association with the ratings. 

(Dingwall and Fox, 1986, p.126) 

However, there is no control for social class of origin, which might have been 
interesting given research suggesting that child-rearing practices and attitudes of 
child-rearing differ between the social classes. 

4 EXPERIMENTAL RESEARCH 

READING 
You should now read 'Treatment of depressed women by nurses in Britain and the USA', 
by Verona Gordon, reproduced In Offpnnts Booklet 2. Look to see to what extent the 
des~gn pnnc~ples outlmed above are present In the paper: Look also to see what ~mport- 
ant d~ferences In des~gn you detect between th~s paper and the other stud~es in this unit 

Gordon's paper follows the clean lines of the comparative design which we exa- 
mined above and represented by means of Figure 5. One group of subjects 
received the treatment; the other, picked to be similar to the first, did not; both 
were tested before and after treatment was applied to one 

The study differs, however, from those we have already looked at in this unit in 
two important respects 

1 The researcher had control of the treatment. In the study by Abbott et al. 
(1992) of health and depnvation, and in the analysis of data about the Con- 
necticut Crackdown, the researchers were studying 'naturally occurnng' vari- 
ation. In the one study a legal/administrative change was instituted by a State 
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Governor. In the other, areas differed in their material state and the authors 
sought to correlate this difference with their health status In Gordon's paper, 
on the other hand, the treatment is initiated by the researcher: it is she who 
determines what it shall be and how it shall run. You might want to argue that 
Dingwall and Fox also had control over the research procedures - they 
administered a questionnaire of their own devising. However, the important 
'treatment' - the difference between the groups - was that one consisted of 
health visitors and the other of social workers, and this was a naturally occur- 
ring difference. 

2 The similarity of the groups can to a large extent be guaranteed In all the 
other papers, the researchers had to 'make do' with naturally occurring 
dimensions of difference, putting up with whatever alternative explanations 
might be confounded with the dimension of difference. Campbell and his col- 
leagues had to argue quite carefully and extensively for the validity of the 
comparison of Connecticut with the four 'control states' - the extent to which 
the states used for the comparison were really comparable with the state 
where the 'treatment' occurred. Dingwall and Fox compare groups which dif- 
fer not only in their profession and professional socialization, but also in gen- 
der balance, education, probably social class, remuneration, and a whole 
range of other plausible alternative explanations 

In the paper by Gordon (1986), however, a sample is assembled and people are 
assigned at random to treatment and control groups. This maximizes the chances 
that anything of importance will be equally distributed in the two groups and that 
they will therefore be comparable in all respects. 

(Random allocation is the preferred means for allocating informants to treatment 
and control groups because it maximizes the chance that everything - even 
characteristics which the researcher has not thought to measure - will be equally 
distributed between the two groups If the groups are small, however, randomiza- 
tion does not always have the desired effect. In a sample which is equally split 
between men and women, for example, if you allocated people at random to one 
of two groups of 10, the chances of getting many more of one gender than the 
other in a given group are calculable and surprisingly large. Here, where groups 
are small and a given characteristic is known to be important, we might well use a 
matching procedure for allocation - selecting pairs who did not differ on the 
desired characteristics and allocating one of each pair at random to the treatment 
group and the other to the control. This would entail a risk that the groups dif- 
fered significantly on variables which it did not occur to us to use for matching 
and which turned out to have important consequences, but at least we would 
know that our two groups were comparable on the variables which we had used 
for matching - within the limits of measurement error.) 

The difference between Gordon's paper (1986) and the others you have read here 
is that Gordon's study is experimental while the others use at best a quasi-exper- 
imental design (to use Campbell's term). An expemment (also called a contmlled 
trial in the medical world) is defined as a study in which: 

1 the allocation to treatment and control conditions is under the control of the 
researcher and can be arranged to maximize the likelihood of having com- 
parable groups; and 

2 the treatment is under the control of the researcher and can be arranged to 
minimize the likelihood of other alternative explanatory factors being con- 
founded with its effects 

What do you see as the advantages of experimental over quasl-expenmental designs? Are 
there correspondlng d~sadvantages? 

The same logic underlies both kinds of study The advantage of experimental 
designs is that the logic is more clearly applied, eliminating a greater number of 
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possible alternative explanations by the design of the study. If you measure the 
state of a group of people, adrmnister a treatment, produce measurable changes 
and can guarantee that no factor other than the treatment could have produced 
the effect, then you are on strong grounds in arguing that the treatment produced 
the effect - indeed, logically it must have done so Quasi-experimental studies 
which capitalize on existing differences between people and/or their circum- 
stances can never quite offer this guarantee: there are always other potential 
explanatory factors which might have produced the observed effect. The best you 
can do, by means of statistical controls at the analysis stage, is to explore and 
eliminate those which occurred to you and on which you therefore collected data. 

Five major disadvantages or weaknesses in experimental designs occur to me: 

1 It is not possible, even in principle, to guarantee that no factor other than the 
treatment could produce the effect. You can control for what you know to be 
important, by the design of the study or by statistical control after the event, 
and you can use randomization techmques to try to even out any other differ- 
ences between groups, but you can never be sure that you have succeeded. 

2 The ethical status of manipulations carried out by the researcher can often be 
in doubt. The extent to which it is permissible to make changes in people's 
lives for the sake of testing the efficacy of a treatment or the causal force of an 
environmental condition may often be doubted. The ethics of withholding a 
treatment where it might have improved someone's life, in order to form a 
control group, are equally dubious. 

3 Some factors cannot be manipulated. Studies of gender, class, age, etc. will 
always have to be at most quasi-experimental, because we cannot allocate 
people to different conditions of them: we cannot determine that a given sub- 
ject shall be male or female, middle class or working class, but must accept 
them as what they are with all the associated baggage of socialization, home 
background, structural circumstances and public reaction (We can simulate 
the effects of the naturally occurring variable - dressing up actors as working 
or middle class, for example - but this is not quite the same.) 

4 Even where the explanatory variable under consideration does lend itself to 
manipulation and to the allocation of people to one condition or another, the 
same ethical considerations may require us to confine ourselves to a fairly 
small manipulation, and this may trivialize what we are studying. Research on 
depression can all too easily finish up looking at what makes people tempor- 
arily happy or unhappy, for example. 

5 An added factor about experiments is that they are often very obviously 're- 
search', and this could provide an alternative explanation of any results. If 
people know they are 'being researched', this by itself can change their 
behaviour or attitudes. 'Being in an experiment' is a social situation - one 
with different rules from those of 'normal life', and one with whose rules most 
participants are familiar at least in outline (Note that this is not a necessay 
disadvantage of experimental designs It is possible to run an experiment on 
people without their knowing that it is running - but the ethics of doing so, 
again, may be seen as debatable. Note also that it is not a disadvantage which 
is specific to experiments. Although experimental research is most at risk of 
creating an artificial situation which determines people's response to it, the 
same problem is faced by all varieties of research.) 

4.1 STUDIES OF LEARNED HELPLESSNESS 

So much for the single experiment Quite often in books and research papers you 
will find descriptions of a whole series of experiments - a programme planned 
by one research team, or studies by different people - which together add up to 
a complex conclusion. The ideal experiment may be impossible, even in principle, 
because not every confounded or alternative explanatory variable can be excluded 
in a single design, but sometimes a series of experiments can get some way 
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towards this ideal. As an example we might take the rather unsavoury 'learned 
helplessness' experiments of the 1960s and 1970s, the beginnings of which are 
described in Martin Seligman's book Helplessness (1975) Working on a problem in 
learning theory, Seligman and his colleagues had occasion to run two particular 
kinds of experiment one after the other, with the same experimental animals 
(dogs), with intriguing results. In the first experiment, dogs were 'set up' in sets of 
three. The first, in the 'active' condition, was restrained (in a kind of hammock) 
and subjected to electric shocks Panels were lined up close to the dog's nose, and 
the dog soon learned that pressing one of the panels with the nose turned off the 
electric shocks. The second dog, in the 'passive' condition, would be similarly 
restrained, but nothing it did would affect the duration or timing of the shocks; 
shocks started for it when they started for the 'active' dog and stopped when the 
'active' dog turned them off (and it therefore received precisely the same shocks 
as the active dog) The third or 'control' condition was to control for the exper- 
imental procedure of being restrained; dogs in this condition were tied up in a 
similar manner but received no shocks at all. In the second treatment, all the dogs 
were placed in a divided field, and a mild electric shock was administered to the 
half in which they were. Dogs from the 'active' or 'control' condition rapidly 
learned to avoid this shock by jumping a low barrier. Some dogs from the 'pas- 
sive' condition, however, never did learn to avoid the shocks The stimulus was 
obviously painful, as judged from their behaviour, but they tended to curl up and 
whimper or whine, rather than seek active remedy. 

Seligman's eventual conclusion was that these dogs had learned a higher-order 
proposition in the face of inescapable aversive stimulation: that they were not able 
to change the unpleasant experience by their own actions. This conclusion was 

, subject to a large range of possible alternative explanations, however, and to a 
true behaviourist/learning theorist the notion of dogs learning h?gher-order 
propositions was inherently implausible for theoretical reasons Several further 

; experiments were needed to eliminate obvious alternatives. In one, for example, 
1 the experimenters distinguished between behavioural intention (emission of ner- 

vous impulse) and the actual behaviour, by administering small doses of a drug 
which did not deaden nervous conduction but made it impossible for the dog 
actually to move its nose, they simultaneously altered the equipment so that shock 

, was turned off when certain nerves were activated. In another and perhaps more 
subtle experiment the turning off of shock was made contingent on not moving 
the nose for a predetermined number of seconds - something the dogs in the 
'active' condition learned quite quickly (Maier, 1970). The process was shown to 
generalize to other species of animals, and to hold for true learning skills rather 
than instinctual or over-learned and reflexive responses (Maier et al., 1972, Selig- 
man et a1.,1971). Many of the learned helplessness results were shown to hold for 
the human species as well, using loud noise or unsolvable puzzles as the inescap- 
able aversive 'treatment' (Hiroto, 1974; Glass and Singer, 1972; Geer et al., 1970). 
It was pointed out that there were parallels between the behaviour of the animals 
and what humans suffering from clinical depression say about their lives and abili- 
ties (Beck, 1967; Melges and Bowlby, 1969), and some experimental evidence for 
the connection began to emerge (Gatchel et al., 1975; Wener and Rehm, 1975) 

Thus the argument rests not on a single experiment, but on a whole series Some 
of these experiments eliminate alternative explanations as conceived within the 
'paradigm' in which the theory has been cast. Some begin to fish outside it, to 
translate an interesting side-branch of animal-learning theory into a useful tool for 
dealing with human depression. In so doing, the theoretical framework and 
underlying assumptions are changed, and the whole paradigm comes to be cast 
much more in terms of human beliefs and much less in terms of animal learning 
(Roth, 1980; Abramson et al., 1978, 1980, Sapsford, 1983). 

Another useful and well-known example of an experimental programme is Mil- 
gram's work on obedience in the 1960s. In his original study, Milgram (1963) set 
up a situation in which people would accept the task of 'teacher', administering a 
'learning machine' which appeared to give electric shocks to the 'pupils' attached 
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to it. The 'teachers' administered a shock to the 'pupil' whenever a wrong 
response (or no response) was made in a learning task, on a scale which 
increased from a setting marked 'slight shock' up to one marked 'danger - severe 
shock'. Beforehand, a panel of students were asked to predict what the subject 
would do, and they predicted that very few indeed would progress beyond 'very 
strong shock'. In fact about two thirds of the subjects, with some encouragement 
from the experimenter, went up to the highest possible setting, despite signs of 
extreme agitation and even apparent cessation of response on the part of the 'pu- 
pil' (What the 'teachers' did not know was that the 'pupil' was in fact a confeder- 
ate of the experimenter, and in reality no shocks at all were being administered.) 

By ~tself, th~s study does not In fact const~tute an expenment. Why not? 

The dependent variable, obedience, is measured by the degree of shock that the 
'teacher' was prepared to administer. The independent variable is the degree of 
authority attributable to the experimenter - in this case a research psychologist 
from a prestigious university, with the experiment happening on the premises of 
that university The study fails to satisfy the requirements of an experiment 
because no comparison is involved we have no idea, therefore, whether it is the 
degree of authority or some other aspect of the situation, or something inherent in 
the particular 'teachers', or in all people, which led the response. We can see that 
more or greater shocks were administered than had been predicted, but we can- 
not see much more. In a series of later studies, however, the independent variable 
was varied systematically (see Milgram, 1974): conducting the study in rented 
property in the city instead of at the university, letting the experimenter have no 
apparent connection with the university, and generally weakening the claim to 
'authority' on the part of the experimenter The programme of studies adds up to 
one large experiment in which the independent variable, authority, is systemati- 
cally varied, to see the effect on the resulting degree of obedience. The degree of 
compliance decreased in the ways and to about the extent that was predicted. 

m ACTIVITY 4 
The log~c of the expenment appears to have a very clear and indisputable form of 
research logic. if we have two ~dent~cal groups, adminlster a treatment to one and not the 
other, control all other poss~ble d~fferences, and produce a d~fference In outcome, then 
the outcome must have been due to the treatment There are stdl problems, however. 
Thmk back to what you read In Block I and see ~f you can ~dent~fy them. 

The weakness of 'experimental logic' as outlined here is that it omits to consider 
part of the context of the argument. 

First, we have tended to describe the procedure here as if experiments pro- 
vide proof of theories, but we saw in Block 1 that this is not a logically sound 
way of looking at them. At best they can provide disproof of theories, or fail 
to provide disproof and thereby offer some confirmation. Block 1 suggested 
that even the notion that they provide irrefutable disproof is suspect. 

Second, the logic of experiments argues from cause to effect via control of 
other variables. In many cases, however, the argument that other variables 
have been controlled, or are not related and may be ignored, will itself rest on 
a body of theoretical assumptions, and these are not tested by a given exper- 
iment but taken for granted. Thus, where an apparent disproof is produced, 
we shall not know whether the fault is in the theory being tested or in one of 
the assumptions being taken for granted. 

Finally, and perhaps most importantly, what the variables mean is not some- 
thing measured, but something interpreted on the basis of a whole body of 
theory. Again, if a negative finding is produced, we shall not know whether 
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the fault is in the theory under test or in the wider body of theories which 
define the situation and the meaning of what is being measured. ~ 

We might then go on, stimulated by these two experimental programmes, to ques- 
tion experimental research from another important angle - that of its ethics To 
what extent are we prepared to acquire our knowledge at the expense of dogs to 
which electric shocks are applied, or human beings who are led to think they 
have administered dangerous electric shocks to other human beings? If the 'pay- 
off' were very great, perhaps this might be acceptable, or at least there would be 
some basis for argument in its favour. This was certainly Milgram's position in 
defending his own work - that the American public needed to know that such 
behaviour was not something specific to Nazis in Germany, but could be induced 
in ordinary Americans by constructing the circumstances that elicited it The 
defence of Seligman's work might be its value for learning theory on the one hand 
and the fact that it has led to a greater understanding of clinical depression on the 
other. The doubt remains, however. It is a perennial ethical problem of research 
into medical or psychiatric treatments, for example, or into new and efficient ways 
of schoolmg, that their efficacy can best be demonstrated by applying them to one 
group of people and withholding them from another. 

The ethical problems of research which causes pain or distress to its subjects or 
informants are not confined to experimental research, although they tend to be 
most obvious there One may reasonably ask, for example, whether it is justified 

; to cause distress to people who have suffered in the past by opening up the areas 
of their suffering and exploring them in interview, simply 'to pursue the truth'. 
External examiners of courses in conventional learning institutions frequently ask 
whether students who explored areas such as AIDS or sexual abuse for their end- 
of-year projects had legitimate access to the area - e.g. by already doing counsel- 

: ling work in it - or whether they were just trading on human misery in order to 
1 do an exciting third-year project The whole question of the use of people and 
I their experiences as 'research fodder' - the treatment of people as objects by 
I researchers - has been opened up in recent years by, for example, feminist the- 

onsts (as you will remember from the extract by Mies (1983), which you read in 
Block 1). 

~ 5 USING COMPARISONS TO 
1 DRAW BOUNDARIES 

So far we have looked at 'quantitative' studies - research which yields data in the 
form of numbers to be analysed by means of comparison. The logic of compari- 
son also has a large part to play, however, in 'qualitative' studies - ones where 
the data are in the form of people's words or the researcher's descriptions of what 
he or she has observed and experienced. When we are analysing interviews or 
texts for what is said in them, for instance, rather than reducing them in some way 
to numbers for statistical analysis, we proceed by making comparisons between 
segments of material - within interviews or observation sessions, and between 
them. Comparison may also be an underlying element of the design of such a 
study. 

For example, in 'Leaving it to Mum', by Pamela Abbott and Roger Sapsford (1987), 
which you read in Unit 5, an essential feature of the design is the comparison 
between mothers whose children were labelled 'mentally handicapped' (as the 
terminology was at the time) and others whose children were not so labelled. To 
the extent that the two groups of informants were similar so that like was being 
compared with like (and some pains were taken to make them so, within the 
resources available), the comparison between them was an important part of the 
'logic of argument' of the study. If you describe the lives of mothers who have 
children with learning dzfficulties, you are necessarily at the same time describing 


